
Application No. Decision Visa Type/Refusal Reason(s)

40996142 Approved Join Parent

41374802 Approved Join Spouse

41664892 Approved Stamp 0-no recourse to public funds

42233132 Approved Study

42253312 Approved Study

42466262 Approved Visit Family

42722552 Approved Visit Family

42727392 Refused CP:- Need to undertake the course in this State not demonstrated or 

warranted. While the applicant has provided a reason at appeal for wishing 

to study English, there have been no compelling reasons submitted as to 

why the applicant cannot progress their studies in that country, and why 

they need to come to Ireland to further their studies.

INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied. The 

Appeals Officer does not accept the applicant’s explanation as to why they 

did not engage with the office when required. The applicant could have 

attempted further communication by phone or email. 

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed 

sufficient. 

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa. The visa sought is for a specific 

purpose and duration. The applicant has not satisfied the Appeals Officer 

that such conditions will be observed.

42807542 Approved Visit Family

42821542 Approved Join/acc. EEA/CH Citizen Parent

42830512 Approved Visit Family

42838332 Approved Visit Friend

42868452 Approved Visit Family

42889352 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- 

please see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - 

www.inis.gov.ie. Applicant failed to submit their previous passport, as 

required.

IH:- Immigration history of applicant. Applicant failed to declare their 

previous UK refusal.

INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied. 

Following checks conducted by this office, the Visa Officer is not satisfied 

that the employment details provided by the applicant are genuine.

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed 

sufficient.

OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common Travel Area 

between Ireland and the UK.

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 

purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the Visa Officer that 

such conditions would be observed.

Mission: Beijing, Shanghai & Hong Kong

for period from 02/12/2019 to 08/12/2019
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Mission: Beijing, Shanghai & Hong Kong
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42898202 Refused ID:- Authenticity of documents, This office cannot confirm if the applicant's 

educational records provided are genuine

INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied. 

Following checks conducted by this office, the Visa Officer is not satisfied 

that the educational details provided by the applicant are genuine.

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 

purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the Visa Officer that 

such conditions would be observed.

42917562 Refused CP:- Need to undertake the course in this State not demonstrated or 

warranted, The applicant has provided a letter from her college stating she 

is enrolled in a three year course which started in September 2018

INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied. 

Following checks conducted by this office, the employment details of 

sponsor's  provided by the applicant could not be verified. The Visa Officer 

is not satisfied that the employment details submitted are genuine. 

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 

purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the Visa Officer that 

such conditions would be observed.

42927752 Refused CP:- Need to undertake the course in this State not demonstrated or 

warranted. Sufficient explanation has not been given by the applicant as to 

why they should undertake an English course in Ireland. Evidence of 

educational progression or career advancement in this regard is not clear.

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete. 

Applicant has not provided a 6 month bank statement.

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- 

please see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - 

www.inis.gov.ie. Applicant has not provided social insurance book for 

applicant or applicants sponsor.

INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied. 

Following checks conducted by this office, the employment details provided 

by the applicant could not be verified. The Visa Officer is not satisfied that 

the employment details submitted are genuine.

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed 

sufficient.

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 

purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the Visa Officer that 

such conditions would be observed.
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Mission: Beijing, Shanghai & Hong Kong

for period from 02/12/2019 to 08/12/2019

Application Decisions

42930792 Refused CP:- Need to undertake the course in this State not demonstrated or 

warranted.Sufficient explanation has not been given by the applicant as to 

why they should undertake an English course in Ireland. Evidence of 

educational progression or career advancement in this regard is not clear. 

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 

purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the Visa Officer that 

such conditions would be observed.

SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for

42967952 Refused CP:- Need to undertake the course in this State not demonstrated or 

warranted. Sufficient explanation has not been given by the applicant as to 

why they should undertake an English course in Ireland. Evidence of 

educational progression or career advancement in this regard is not clear.

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- 

please see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - 

www.inis.gov.ie. The applicant has provided insufficient information on her 

college degree

INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied. . 

Following checks conducted by this office, the Visa Officer is not satisfied 

that the education certificates submitted by the applicant are genuine, as 

they cannot be verified.Following checks conducted by this office, the 

employment details provided by the applicant could not be verified. 

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 

purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the Visa Officer that 

such conditions would be observed.
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Mission: Beijing, Shanghai & Hong Kong

for period from 02/12/2019 to 08/12/2019
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42968782 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- 

please see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - 

www.inis.gov.ie. The applicant has stated an English course is required  to 

progress to study further in a university in Ireland , however the applicant 

has not provided any documentation showing correspondence with any 

university  to show he would be eligible to pursue a course with any 

institution once he completed an English course. The applicant states he 

has completed two English courses in his home country , these courses 

could not be verified.

INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied.  

Following checks conducted by this office, the employment details provided 

by the applicant's sponsor  could not be verified. The Visa Officer is not 

satisfied that the employment details submitted are genuine. 

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 

purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the Visa Officer that 

such conditions would be observed.

42997892 Approved Join Parent

43020522 Refused CP:- Need to undertake the course in this State not demonstrated or 

warranted

ID:- Documents provided not translated , the applicant has provided bank 

statement which have not been translated and this is office is unsure of 

who the bank statement below to.

INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied. 

Following checks conducted by this office, the Visa Officer is not satisfied 

that the education certificates submitted by the applicant are genuine, as 

they cannot be verified. 

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 

purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the Visa Officer that 

such conditions would be observed.

R:- No clear link to reference has been shown, applicant states that he has 

an aunt living in Ireland and has  not provided evidence of this relationship.

43047862 Approved Study

43068062 Approved Visit (Tourist)

43069482 Refused ID:- Authenticity of documents.

INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied. 

Following checks conducted by this office, the Visa Officer is not satisfied 

that the bank certificate provided by the applicant is genuine.

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed 

sufficient.

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 

purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the Visa Officer that 

such conditions would be observed.
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Mission: Beijing, Shanghai & Hong Kong

for period from 02/12/2019 to 08/12/2019

Application Decisions

43076262 Refused IH:- Immigration history of applicant. Applicant failed to declare UK 

immigration history.

INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied. 

Following checks conducted by this office, the Visa Officer is not satisfied 

that the employment details provided by the applicant are genuine.

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed 

sufficient.

OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common Travel Area 

between Ireland and the UK.

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 

purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the Visa Officer that 

such conditions would be observed.

43110762 Approved Visit Family

43110772 Approved Visit Family

43118512 Approved Visit Family

43119122 Approved Visit Family

43120292 Refused INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied. 

Following checks conducted by this office, the applicant could not clarify 

their travel plans for their proposed trip, this diminished the overall 

credibility of the application.

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed 

sufficient.

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 

purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the Visa Officer that 

such conditions would be observed.

R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay. The hotel 

bookings submitted with the application have been cancelled. 


43126572 Approved Visit Family

43126662 Approved Visit Family

43126752 Approved Visit Family

43127062 Approved Visit Family

43128432 Refused INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied. 

Following checks conducted by this office, the Visa Officer is not satisfied 

that the employment details provided by the applicant are genuine.

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed 

sufficient.

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 

purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the Visa Officer that 

such conditions would be observed.

R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay. The hotel 

bookings submitted with the application are not valid.



Application No. Decision Visa Type/Refusal Reason(s)

Mission: Beijing, Shanghai & Hong Kong

for period from 02/12/2019 to 08/12/2019

Application Decisions

43131072 Refused INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied. 

Following checks conducted by this office, the Visa Officer is not satisfied 

that the employment details provided by the applicant are genuine.

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed 

sufficient.

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 

purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the Visa Officer that 

such conditions would be observed.

43131412 Refused INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied. 

Following checks conducted by this office, the Visa Officer is not satisfied 

that the employment details provided by the applicant are genuine.

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed 

sufficient.

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 

purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the Visa Officer that 

such conditions would be observed.

43138642 Refused CP:- Need to undertake the course in this State not demonstrated or 

warranted. Sufficient explanation has not been given by the applicant as to 

why they should undertake an English course in Ireland. Evidence of 

educational progression or career advancement in this regard is not clear.

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete. 

Please note that a six month bank statement must be provided and the 

source of all lump sum lodgements must be explained.

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- 

please see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - 

www.inis.gov.ie. Applicant has failed to provided social insurance book for 

applicant and sponsor. Applicant has failed to provide graduation and 

educational certificates. 

INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied. 

Following checks conducted by this office, the employment details provided 

by the applicant could not be verified. The Visa Officer is not satisfied that 

the employment details submitted are genuine.

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed 

sufficient.

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 

purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the Visa Officer that 

such conditions would be observed.

43144542 Approved Visit Family

43144732 Approved Visit Friend

43144912 Approved Study

43144932 Approved Visit Friend

43154172 Approved Visit Family



Application No. Decision Visa Type/Refusal Reason(s)

Mission: Beijing, Shanghai & Hong Kong

for period from 02/12/2019 to 08/12/2019

Application Decisions

43161482 Refused INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied. 

Following checks conducted by this office, the Visa Officer is not satisfied 

that the employment details provided by the applicant are genuine.

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed 

sufficient.

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 

purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the Visa Officer that 

such conditions would be observed.

R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay. The hotel 

bookings submitted are not valid.

43162042 Approved Visit (Tourist)

43176582 Approved Study

43177172 Approved Visit (Education)

43178942 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete. 

While the applicant has attempted to provide more detail, the Appeals 

Officer is not satisfied that they would have access to sufficient funds to 

finance their travel to Ireland, given that the source of the funds remains 

unclear and does not appear to form a regular income. 

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed 

sufficient. 

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa. The visa sought is for a specific 

purpose and duration. The applicant has not satisfied the Appeals Officer 

that such conditions will be observed.

R:- No clear link to reference has been shown. There has been no 

documentary evidence submitted at appeal stage to support the contention 

that the applicant and reference are known to each other, or maintain any 

form of regular contact. A utility bill from the reference does not constitute a 

clear link to the applicant.

43195502 Refused ID:- Documents provided not translated, Applicant has provided bank 

statement which have not been translated

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- 

please see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - 

www.inis.gov.ie. The applicant has not provided sufficient documents re  

employment, failed to provide a contact email address.

INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied. . 

Following checks conducted by this office, the employment details provided 

by the applicant could not be verified. The Visa Officer is not satisfied that 

the employment details submitted are genuine.

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 

purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the Visa Officer that 

such conditions would be observed.

43205122 Approved Visit Family



Application No. Decision Visa Type/Refusal Reason(s)

Mission: Beijing, Shanghai & Hong Kong

for period from 02/12/2019 to 08/12/2019

Application Decisions

43207382 Refused CP:- Need to undertake the course in this State not demonstrated or 

warranted

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- 

please see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - 

www.inis.gov.ie The applicant has not provided any clear study plan after 

completion of said course

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 

purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the Visa Officer that 

such conditions would be observed.

43212632 Refused ID:- Authenticity of documents. Following checks conducted by this office, 

the Visa Officer is not satisfied that the bank statements provided by the 

applicant are genuine.

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed 

sufficient.

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 

purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the Visa Officer that 

such conditions would be observed.

R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay. The hotel 

bookings submitted are invalid.

43213372 Refused CP:- Need to undertake the course in this State not demonstrated or 

warranted.

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or 

incomplete.Please note that a six month bank statement must be provided 

and the source of all lump sum lodgements must be explained.

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- 

please see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - 

www.inis.gov.ie. Applicant has failed to provided previous passport.

INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied. 

Inconsistencies in the applicants duration of stay in Ireland.

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient

OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 

purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the Visa Officer that 

such conditions would be observed.

43220502 Approved Study

43223502 Approved Study

43225162 Approved Visit Friend

43229682 Approved Visit Family

43230312 Approved Visit Family

43231802 Approved Visit Family

43238222 Approved Study

43244242 Approved Visit Friend



Application No. Decision Visa Type/Refusal Reason(s)

Mission: Beijing, Shanghai & Hong Kong

for period from 02/12/2019 to 08/12/2019

Application Decisions

43246172 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete. 

There have been recent unexplained lump sum lodgements made to 

applicant's bank account. Please note, the source of all lump sum 

lodgements explained.

INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied. 

Following checks conducted by this office, the Visa Officer is not satisfied 

that the employment details provided by the applicant are genuine. When 

contacted, the applicant could not clarify their travel plans for their 

proposed trip, this diminished the overall credibility of the application.

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed 

sufficient. 

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 

purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the Visa Officer that 

such conditions would be observed.

43255472 Approved Visit Family

43260252 Approved Visit Family

43274202 Approved Visit Family

43275502 Approved Study

43288012 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- 

please see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - 

www.inis.gov.ie. Applicant has supplied notarised but not legalised birth 

certificate.

INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied . 

Following checks conducted by this office, there were inconsistences found 

with the applicants travel plans for their proposed trip, this diminished the 

overall credibility of the application. 

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed 

sufficient.

OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 

purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the Visa Officer that 

such conditions would be observed.

43307902 Approved Visit (Tourist)

43309352 Approved Visit Friend

43314492 Approved Visit (Tourist)

43319592 Approved Study



Application No. Decision Visa Type/Refusal Reason(s)

Mission: Beijing, Shanghai & Hong Kong

for period from 02/12/2019 to 08/12/2019

Application Decisions

43320922 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- 

please see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - 

www.inis.gov.ie. The applicant has failed to provided bookings for the 

duration of the purposed stay.

Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied. 

Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied. Following 

checks conducted by this office, the applicant could not clarify their travel 

plans for their proposed trip, this diminished the overall credibility of the 

application.

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 

purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the Visa Officer that 

such conditions would be observed.

43322322 Approved Visit (Tourist)

43322382 Approved Business

43323982 Approved Visit Family

43325672 Approved Study

43337282 Approved Reside

43337322 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application. 

Previous passport not submitted, as required.

IH:- Immigration history of applicant. Applicant failed to declare previous 

UK refusal.

INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied. 

Following checks conducted by this office, the Visa Officer is not satisfied 

that the employment details provided by the applicant are genuine.

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed 

sufficient.

OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common Travel Area 

between Ireland and the UK.

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 

purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the Visa Officer that 

such conditions would be observed.

43337472 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application. 

Previous passport not submitted, as required.

IH:- Immigration history of applicant. Applicant failed to declare previous 

UK refusal.

INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied. 

Following checks conducted by this office, the Visa Officer is not satisfied 

that the employment details provided by the applicant are genuine.

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed 

sufficient.

OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common Travel Area 

between Ireland and the UK.

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 

purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the Visa Officer that 

such conditions would be observed.

43338282 Approved Visit (Tourist)

43339882 Approved Visit (Tourist)
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Mission: Beijing, Shanghai & Hong Kong

for period from 02/12/2019 to 08/12/2019
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43371882 Approved Visit (Tourist)

43371982 Approved Visit Family

43372172 Approved Visit (Tourist)

43373582 Approved Visit (Tourist)

43374902 Approved Visit (Tourist)

43377942 Approved Business

43381462 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- 

please see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - 

www.inis.gov.ie. Applicant has failed to supply documentation regarding 

their recent US visa refusal. 

 INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied. 

Following checks conducted by this office, there were inconsistences found 

with the applicants travel plans for their proposed trip, this diminished the 

overall credibility of the application.

 OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed 

sufficient.

 OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 

purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the Visa Officer that 

such conditions would be observed.

43386422 Approved Business

43388132 Approved Business

43390222 Approved Visit Family

43390342 Approved Visit Family

43390872 Approved Visit Family

43391852 Approved Visit Family

43392922 Approved Business

43393692 Approved Business

43394222 Approved Business

43394662 Approved Business

43400092 Approved Study

43401442 Approved Visit (Tourist)

43410672 Approved Visit (Tourist)

43411782 Approved Visit Friend

43417762 Approved Visit Family

43418652 Approved Visit Friend

43419822 Approved Visit (Tourist)

43421192 Approved Study

43421672 Approved Visit (Tourist)

43421912 Approved Visit (Tourist)

43423072 Approved Visit Family

43424592 Approved Study

43424812 Approved Reside

43434572 Approved Visit Family

43434832 Approved Visit Friend

43435362 Approved Visit (Tourist)

43436162 Approved Visit (Tourist)

43436282 Approved Visit Friend

43437142 Approved Visit (Tourist)

43438132 Approved Study

43438392 Approved Visit (Tourist)

43438402 Approved Business

43438712 Approved Visit Family



Application No. Decision Visa Type/Refusal Reason(s)

Mission: Beijing, Shanghai & Hong Kong

for period from 02/12/2019 to 08/12/2019

Application Decisions

43444282 Approved Visit Family

43445592 Approved Reside

43445702 Approved Visit Friend

43445732 Approved Visit (Tourist)

43446182 Approved Visit Friend

43446452 Approved Visit Friend

43446682 Approved Visit Friend

43447572 Approved Visit Friend

43447842 Approved Visit Friend

43447852 Approved Visit Friend

43452232 Approved Visit Family

43452402 Approved Visit Family

43453542 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete. The 

applicant has failed to provided any evidence of finance for the visa 

application.

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- 

please see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - 

www.inis.gov.ie. The applicant states they are traveling with their partner 

but have failed to show evidence of said relationship 

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 

purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the Visa Officer that 

such conditions would be observed.

43453712 Approved Study

43454062 Approved Visit Family

43455882 Approved Business

43456382 Approved Visit Family

43456632 Approved Visit Family

43456912 Approved Visit Family

43457752 Approved Visit Family

43458082 Approved Visit Friend

43459322 Approved Conference

43459932 Approved Visit (Tourist)

43463422 Approved Study

43464262 Approved Visit (Tourist)

43464562 Approved Visit Family

43465402 Approved Visit Friend

43470622 Approved Study

43470982 Approved Visit (Tourist)

43471342 Approved Visit Family

43471762 Approved Visit Family

43471872 Approved Business

43472382 Approved Study

43472502 Approved Visit Friend

43472522 Approved Visit Friend



Application No. Decision Visa Type/Refusal Reason(s)

Mission: Beijing, Shanghai & Hong Kong

for period from 02/12/2019 to 08/12/2019

Application Decisions

43474312 Refused IH:- Immigration history of applicant, Applicant has not fully addressed 

previous UK immigration history

INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied, 

Applicant has not provided sufficient explanation  for wanting to visit Ireland 

, Visa Officer is not satisfied applicants intentions as a tourist are genuine.

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient

OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common Travel Area 

between Ireland and the UK.

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 

purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the Visa Officer that 

such conditions would be observed.

43485362 Refused F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient. Finances submitted 

from both the applicant, and their reference in Ireland, have been deemed 

insufficient.

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- 

please see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - 

www.inis.gov.ie. 

INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied. The 

applicant's visa and permission to remain in China will expire during the 

proposed trip to Ireland.

OB:- Obligations to return to home country / country of residence have not 

been deemed sufficient.

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 

purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the Visa Officer that 

such conditions would be observed.

R:- No clear link to reference has been shown. Evidence of kinship 

between the applicant and their reference in Ireland has not been 

submitted, as required.

43485392 Approved Reside

43485442 Approved Visit (Tourist)

43486812 Approved Visit Family

43487062 Approved Visit Family

43487292 Approved Business

43488952 Approved Business

43489742 Approved Business

43491232 Approved Visit

43493952 Approved Visit (Tourist)

43499042 Approved Study

43506572 Approved Study

43507052 Approved Visit Family

43507502 Approved Business

43508462 Approved Business

43510092 Approved Visit (Tourist)

43513292 Approved Business

43513902 Approved Employment

43513972 Approved Employment

43514022 Approved Business

43516012 Approved Visit (Tourist)

43516192 Approved Business
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Mission: Beijing, Shanghai & Hong Kong

for period from 02/12/2019 to 08/12/2019
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43516252 Approved Business

43516862 Approved Business

43517592 Approved Business

43518112 Approved Business

43518432 Approved Visit Friend

43524022 Approved Study

43524712 Approved Study

43525822 Approved Visit Friend

43529562 Approved Study

43529922 Approved Study

43530252 Approved Business

43531032 Approved Business

43531262 Approved Reside

43531462 Approved Visit Family

43531502 Approved Reside

43531722 Approved Reside

43531752 Approved Business

43531902 Approved Reside

43532092 Approved Reside

43532342 Approved Visit Family

43533242 Approved Study

43548772 Approved Study

43562932 Approved Study

43566092 Approved Researcher Scientific

43146152 Approved Business

43194132 Approved Business

43291732 Approved Business

43291922 Approved Business

43292072 Approved Business

43292232 Approved Business

43292352 Approved Business

43292572 Approved Business

43388412 Approved Business

43389032 Approved Business

43389142 Approved Business

43389232 Approved Business

43389252 Approved Business

43439212 Approved Business

43439402 Approved Business

43439512 Approved Business

43439612 Approved Business

43439712 Approved Business

43452812 Approved Business

43453702 Approved Business

43454722 Approved Business

43454902 Approved Business

43454982 Approved Business

43470422 Approved Business

43470462 Approved Business

43470542 Approved Business

43470572 Approved Business

43470612 Approved Business



Application No. Decision Visa Type/Refusal Reason(s)

Mission: Beijing, Shanghai & Hong Kong

for period from 02/12/2019 to 08/12/2019

Application Decisions

43541532 Approved Business


